
製品説明：

Not chipping diamond marble segment fast cutting speed, good effect, stable cutting,
smooth stone cutting surface and size.

Increasing the sharpness and stability or extending cutting life.High cutting performance
diamond segment. The appearance of large diamond segment and packing can be designed
to customers' requirement, flat shape diamond segment for cutting, is to help customers
better selling products and make sure that customers can have smooth sales and use
connection between our diamond segment and previous one.

特徴：

1. The sharpness of fast cutting saw blade segment is improved to reduce the waste rate of stones,
cut stones evenly and reduce waste.

2. The surface of wet saw blade is polished, which is not easy to increase the difficulty of
welding and easy to install.

3. The high quality diamond segment for marble processing,it is easy to cut the stone
block, reducing the generation of debris, the working noise is smaller than the general cutter
head, and the noise pollution is reduced.

製品仕様書：

The Following Are Normal Specifications Not chipping diamond marble segment :

Blade Diameter Core Thickness
セグメント

寸法 Segment Number



300mm 2.2-2.0mm 40×3.6×10mm 21 Pcs

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Product show

No Ship Diamond Marble Tip With High Cutting Performance Similar To Wanlong
Segment



応用：

Diamond Segment For Stone CuttingWet Use for diamond circular saw blade,for Wet Use For
Granite Slab.

Machine: For Bridge Cutting Machine,Desktop Cutting Machine.

よくある質問

1. How to guarantee the quality of the product?

The company’s products have standards, safety guarantees to control product quality,
responsible for product quality for our customers, Established for more than ten years, as a



professional and experienced diamond manufacturer, Boreway insists on providing our
customers with the highest quality diamond tools .

2. Are you professional？

All of our company's products are diamond tools or related machinery products. They are
highly professional and have maintained their pre-industry level. We are more professional
and can help you find the ideal ideal for your market (dealer) or project (end user). Diamond
tools.

3. What are our advantages?

Our teams is professional and the members have good study of the diamond tools. We offer
quick response. Each messege or email will be replied within 24 hours.In the past few
decades, Boreway diamond tools has made many orders of the OEM/ODM successfully . Some
of the OEM/ODM services are free of charge!

お問い合わせ：

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  ファックス：(+86)595-86990220

Mobile/ WhatsApp /Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

Eメール： boreway@boreway.com

 Lyon Chang




